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Custom engagement rings designed by Studio 1098's Tamara Kronis and Kathryn Dieroff are as
unique as you are â€“ and the perfect choice for expressing your love.

As Toronto jewelers, Tamara and Kathryn have helped numerous couples design diamond
engagement rings and custom rings that reflect their love for each other as well as their individual
personalities. These engagement rings serve as a beautiful reminder to cherish one another.

While traditional engagement rings are also special, custom engagement rings elevate the ring to a
more intimate level. These talented Toronto jewelers work closely with couples to design a custom
engagement ring that is true to the couple. Long before any sketches are made, the jewelers ask
questions and observe how the couple dresses and interacts with one another. These are but a few
of the many cues that inspire custom engagement ring design.

In addition to the jeweler's expertise, couples are encouraged to share their ideas, provide
feedback, and revise the design as needed. This is a creative process, requiring some back and
forth between the designer and the couple. End result? A fabulous custom engagement ring that
truly expresses who you are and how you feel about your soul mate.

Tamara and Kathryn also design matching wedding rings, custom diamond rings for any occasion,
and custom jewelry. Your custom engagement ring could be the beginning of an entire series of
future heirlooms. Imagine incorporating the same design elements in jewelry to commemorate an
anniversary, the birth of a child, or an outstanding accomplishment.

As monumental as this may sound, ordering custom rings isn't overly difficult. Tamara and Kathryn
are easy going and accessible. You'll love how they translate your ideas into stunning designs.
Allow your imagination to run wild and don't hold back! Since you'll be ordering custom rings, you
aren't limited to traditional choices such as diamonds and white gold. If you'd prefer a different
gemstone, talk to Tamara about gems. As a gemmologist, Tamara can point you in the right
direction. She can help you choose a precious stone in a certain colour or with a specific meaning
attached to it. If you're concerned about where the gems for your rings will come from, you can
count on these Toronto jewelers to source responsibly mined gemstones and diamonds.

Your love is rare and unique â€“ shouldn't your engagement ring reflect that? Learn more about Studio
1098's custom diamond engagement rings, Toronto jewelry studio, and design services by visiting
or liking Studio 1098 on Facebook.
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You can even order it online by getting it ordered and you can even compare its price with other
stones of the same type and get to know about its designs and price whether its actual or not. But
always try to buy the ring from authentic jeweler. The gemstone has its own type of durability and it
is very durable and the color is also available in different formats. You can also get other types of
suitable choices in sapphire, ruby and other types. So enjoy your engagement with your loved one
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